
 

 
 
 

Decoration History 
 
The most notable feature is the 1816–1818 ceiling fan vault, 
derived by William Burn from King Henry VII’s chapel in 
Westminster Abbey, and originally painted to look as if made 
of stone, although actually made of plaster and timber.  
Likewise, the columns were also painted to look like stone, 
but are of cast iron, timber and plaster.  From early on the 
walls were decorated with fine marble and other monuments.   
 
In the 1860s, alterations by Peddie & Kinnear and others 
began the current scheme of decorative glass, which, along 
with the dark oak of the panelling, pews and the reredos, 
(removed in 1974), gradually changed the aesthetic of the 
decoration from airy to mysterious.  The ceiling of the apse 
was painted with gilded ribs and blue sky. 
 
In the 1950s, in an attempt to brighten up the space, the 
interior was painted a light grey colour, and floodlights 
introduced into the vaulted ceiling.  These lights were 
augmented by pendant fittings with opaque glass.   
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Before 
In 2003, after a long programme of external and window 
repairs, St John’s was left a substantial legacy by Miss Joyce 
Barrie, a longstanding member of the congregation, which 
the Vestry was able to use for the redecoration and 
relighting of the Church in the spirit of St John’s.   
 

Brief 
The Brief for the Church Architects evolved through 
extensive discussions and came to a requirement to lighten 
the space and enhance the windows in a contemporary 
manner that respected the history of the church.   
 

Process 
Benjamin Tindall Architects looked at St John’s long history 
of alterations and redecorations, starting with William Burn.  
Using this understanding they prepared sketches and images 
of a number of schemes for discussions.  Once a final 
scheme was agreed, samples were prepared for approval and 
the work carried out by John Nevin Decorators of Perth. 
 

Design Evolution 
Three very different schemes were prepared for discussion 
to help the congregation find the best answer.  
 

2. A highly coloured & patterned 

‘Gothic’ scheme with a barley twist 
rising up the columns, derived from 
the mediaeval decorations of King’s 
College and other Tudor chapels from 
which Burn took inspiration.  

 
It was decided that the proposal would be 
a distraction.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. A mostly ‘White’ proposal, using 

Scandinavian churches as its 
inspiration, with internal details 
highlighted with colours found in the 
stained glass. 

 
This ‘White’ scheme was chosen as the 
most appropriate solution for the church 
and for setting off the stained glass. 
 

COLOUR CHOICE 
Subtle White - to complement the marble monuments 
Ultramarine Blue - found in the stained glass  
Rich Red- also found in the stained glass 
Gold Leaf- as used historically 

LIGHTING 
Benjamin Tindall Architects worked closely with Kevan Shaw 
Lighting Design to create an adaptable, efficient and delicate 
lighting scheme, ultimately using the ‘chandeliers’ originally 
designed by Ben Tindall for The Hub.  The inspiration behind 
the ‘chandelier’ design is again Scandinavian.  Having fittings 
in the centre of the space allows light to be well distributed 
without glare, and emphasises the architectural form.  The 
fittings have various circuits built in allowing dimming and 
sophisticated control. 
 

DETAILS 
Existing Magdalene figures surmounting the columns and 
previously lost in gloom were delicately highlighted using the 
chosen colours.  A new figure of the Rector, the Revd. Dr. 
John Armes, was commissioned from Graciela Ainsworth, 
and placed in the entrance vestibule near the office. 
 

   

 
1. A ‘Symphony of Browns’ based on 

William Burn’s original work, 
where the stone and timber were 
painted to harmonise together, 
even the iron and plaster columns 
being painted to resemble stone.   

 
After much discussion, it was 
generally agreed that the scheme 
would not work as the later insertion 
of stained glass had reduced the 
amount of light needed to make the 
place bright enough.  
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